
 

SOMMER CABLE Instrument cable 100m bl The Spirit
Sommer Cable 300-0051 Spirit

Art. No.: 30300716
GTIN: 4049371002097

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4049371002097

Weight: 6,00 kg

Length: 0.23 m

Width: 0.23 m

Heigth: 0.16 m

Description:

The SC-Spirit has a thick insulation between wire and shiedling. This improves the capacitive
values and ensures a loss-free treble reproduction even with longer cables. To avoid crackling
and hum interference we use a special conductive carbon screen and a copper mesh screen.
When soldering make sure that the carbon shield and the inner conductor do not touch. Your
audience will be surprised at the sound of this cable!

Features:

- High-quality instrument cable
- With Neutrik plugs from Liechtenstein
- Sommer Cable SC-SPIRIT cable from German production
- Incredibly punchy and clear sound with bass, guitar and keyboard due to our special litz

stranding and a wire cross-section of 0.50 mm²

- Dual shielding by a combination of a copper mesh screen plus conductive carbon screen
- Low-loss transmission due to low capacitance
- Very flexible and easy to reel because of its fine single litz design
- Extremely durable and sturdy due to a special high-quality PVC jacket compound
- Strain relief and good sleeve support due to thick PVC jacket
- High-quality guitar cable for studio and stage
- Unbalanced cable for keyboards, samplers, mixing desks etc.
- Connection lead for CD/DVD player/recorder
- Made in Europe
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Technical specifications:

Cable construction: 1 x 0,5 mm² Instrument cable

Cable length: 100 m

Color: Black

Weight: 5,95 kg
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